


Your soul, Your freedom
Your soul, Your freedom.



Your soul, Your freedom

The passion for creating value, caring about people. 

On the strength of these inspirations, we’ve been producing safety shoes since 1996 and 
currently reached 3 million pair production capacity.

 
On the other hand, as a first brand, which is used the PU injection system in Turkey, we 
try always to bring innovative solutions. It is our priority to keep our quality at the same 

level from beginning to end of production.

Safe step, strong you!



Reflect your soul. That means the core of freedom. No limit on 
step safely with Active PRO. 

To achieve more flexibility and comfort using Hybridfit 
technology, which is also providing breathability. For your 
protection at work without compromising the lightness of 
shoes, using carbon-fiber toecap and non-metallic 
anti-perforation midsole. 

Combining all features and innovative Vi-Lite Pro: "Time to be 
aggressive for safety."



HybridFit
HybridFit is a new way of offering the 
perfect fit. More breathability and less 
weight. A unique knitting system 
provides durability in tough conditions. 
In particular, move freely and feel the 
comfort. 
 
It brings freedom for the design process 
to deliver fashionable safety shoes to 
a work area.

Discover Active Pro collection, which 
used HybridFit first time.

"Time to be aggressive for safety."





VI-LITE PRO is the "professional interpretation" of the 
Vibram blown compounds, usually developed to o�er great 
lightness and a perfect combination between comfort and 
grip for lifestyle and everyday use.
Specifically studied to meet the EU requirements for safety 
footwear, Vibram VI-LITE PRO o�ers improved cushioning 
properties than standard EVA, a very good balance between 
grip and durability and an outstanding comfort.

vibram.com

VI-LITE
PRO

LET’S
MAKE IT
A BREEZE



MAMBA 542

S1: MMB542R10
S1P: MMB542R11
O1: MMB542R12
O1P: MMB542R13



MAMBA 542

S1: MMB542R20
S1P: MMB542R21
O1: MMB542R22
O1P: MMB542R23



MAMBA 542

S1: MMB542R30
S1P: MMB542R31
O1: MMB542R32
O1P: MMB542R33



MAMBA 542

S1: MMB542R40
S1P: MMB542R41
O1: MMB542R42
O1P: MMB542R43



UPPER
Knitting with TPU

TOE-CAP
Carbon Fiber

(S1/O1)

MIDSOLE
Non-Metallic

(S1P/O1P)

SOLE
V-LITE PRO*

SIZES
36-47

FEATURES

All styles with laces. If you would like to get your pair with
FAST-LACE SYSTEM, please specify it.

*

LIGHTWEIGHT
436g
(for O1)

METAL FREE CARBON FIBER
TOE-CAP

BREATHABLE HYBRID
KNITTING



Toe-cap (Resistant 200 Joule)

Anti-static footwear
A

Shock absorption in the heel area
E

Sole resistant to oil and hydrocarbons
FO

Water-resistant upper
WRU

Anti-perforation protection
P

Heat resistant up to 300 °C
HRO

Electrostatic dischargers
ESD

Electrician footwear

Slip-resistant ceramic + detergent
SRA

Slip-resistant steel + glycerine
SRB

SRA + SRB
SRC

EN ISO 20345:2011

SB 
S1
S1P
S2
S3

:
:
:
:
:

Basic requirements
A+SB+E
A+SB+E+P
A+SB+E+WRU
A+SB+E+WRU+P

EN ISO 20347:2012

OB
O1
O1P
O2
O3

:
:
:
:
:

Basic requirements
A+OB+E
A+OB+E+P
A+OB+E+WRU
A+OB+E+WRU+P

CE Label Information

A shoe that bears the sign CE, has passed the mondatory 
tests relating to the EN ISO 20344 standart and has 
been produced of highperformance material.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

No part of this catalogue can be copied, saved to archives 
or sent in any way or by any means, without written 
authorisation from Mekap.



Manufacturer
Mekap Deri ve Ayakkabı Sanayi Ticaret A.Ş.
Nuroğlu Mah. Organize Sanayi, 8 Nolu Cad. No: 6
61900 Arsin, Trabzon/TÜRKİYE

mekap.pro sales@mekap.com

trademark of

SAFE STEP
STRONG YOU!


